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NEW QUESTION: 1
How can you give users the ability to delay the Software
Distribution task, but also force the installation after a
given period of time?
A. adjust the deployment timing in the Properties of the
Distribution Package
B. adjust the deployment timing in the Properties of the
Scheduled Task
C. adjust the deployment timing in the Properties of the
Delivery Method
D. adjust the deployment timing in the Properties of the
Deployment Package
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which is true about IBM
A. Sametime Communicate
one-to-one calling.
B. Sametime Communicate
multi-way calling.
C. Sametime Communicate
D. Sametime Communicate
number.
Answer: A

Sametime Communicate?
allows one-to-one presence and chat and
allows continuous presence video and
allows multi-person chat.
allows voice calls with a unified phone

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option B
B. Option C
C. Option D
D. Option A
E. Option E
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
A false negative, however, is when there is malicious traffic
on the network, and for whatever reason the IPS/ IDS did not
trigger an alert, so there is no visual indicator (at least
from the IPS/IDS system) that anything negative is going on. In
the case of a false negative, you must use some third-party or
external system to alert you to the problem at hand, such as
syslog messages from a network device.
Source: Cisco Official Certification Guide, Positive/Negative
Terminology, p.463
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